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I’m startled to see a message on my
surgery computer screen telling me
Mickey Mouse is dead. Along with Minnie
and Mr and Mrs Test and a few others, he
has served us well as a dummy patient but
obviously the years of ill health we have
callously enforced on him have taken their
toll and he has moved on to that great
animation board in the sky.
The untimely death of a much-loved

celebrity destined to live out his latter
years in a perpetual childlike state in a
theme park has unfortunate familiar
echoes. I hope the news doesn’t get out
to his fellow Americans too soon. Many
of them already seem to have a poor
opinion of the NHS from their responses
to Barack Obama’s proposed health
reforms. It looks like his proposals are
now successfully going through
Congress despite what has been at times
furious resistance from his political
opponents. The anti-reform lobby has
made much of what they claim is the dire
state of health care in Britain. TV adverts
and public meetings have painted a
bleak picture of patients routinely being
allowed to die from lack of the most basic
treatment. Other outlandish claims were
that people like Stephen Hawkins would
not get treatment on the NHS and
Edward Kennedy would have been left to
die.
Unfortunately some of these opinions

have been reinforced by selective quotes
from some British healthcare experts like
the cancer Tsar Karol Sikora. Of course
those of us working in the NHS would
have to be completely deluded if we
weren’t aware of the serious deficiencies
and problems which are a day-to-day part
of the struggle of trying to look after our
patients. The NHS desperately needs
reform as well as more funding. But not
just any reform.
The mantra of this government is more

choice. Among the bright ideas for
modernising are more immediate access
through walk-in centres, instant protocol-
derived advice from NHS Direct, using
new polyclinics as a one stop shop, being
able to register with more than one GP,
and abolishing surgery boundaries.
Essentially allowing patients to shop
around and sidelining traditional general

practice and continuing care from a
personal GP.
In fact, we GPs seem to be increasingly

viewed as barriers to patients getting
appropriate and timely care rather than
their advocate. The lack of health care for
20 million uninsured Americans is a
scandal but the death of Michael Jackson
and his reported medical treatment
shines an unexpected light on the dark
side of having too much money and
choice. Home propofol injections aren’t
common treatment in the rickety NHS.
Privilege doesn’t always bring the best
care. I was astonished at the number of
prescription drugs the actor Heath Ledger
was taking when he died. I can’t think of
many 28 year olds who would be
prescribed several different opioids,
benzodiazepines, hypnotics, and
antihistamines for pain, stress, and
anxiety over here.
US Newsmagazine commenting on his

death claimed that 20 000 Americans a
year died from mix-ups over drugs often
prescribed from several different doctors.
They went on to quote Edward Langston,
chair of the board of trustees for the
American Medical Association on how to
avoid the same fate. ‘It’s a good idea for
anyone who needs several medications
to have a primary care physician, who can
keep track of all of their care, it’s not
unusual for people to get prescriptions
from different doctors and fail to share a
list of all of the drugs they’re taking —
prescription and over the counter with
each physician. That person can be on
guard against the danger of cumulative
effects.’
A primary care physician taking overall

responsibility, now there’s a novel idea the
NHS could take up, but unfortunately too
late to save poor Mickey.
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